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ABS BUTTON
Code: BT-ABS

WHAT IS A BUTTON?

FEATURES

— Buttons are floor markers developed for draw limits and figures in 
an effective way.

Ÿ Very useful, discret and practic element because made a strong 
call attention without distractions on driving, communicating 
vibration when tires pass by in accordance with its perfect 
dimensions design.

— Recommended use in pedestrian areas, crossings, turns and 
excellent to limit parking lots.

— Striking colors for each case: can be blue for blind people areas, 
red for hospitals; Traffic, yellow; And green for protected bicycle 
lanes or any combination that you can imagine.

Images are merely 
illustrative models.

Ÿ They are installed on floor and are useful for channelize 
vehicles traffic flow.

Ÿ Indicate movements, can work as a speed reducers and 
delimit special lanes among other virtues.

Ÿ Are made for resist constant heavy vehicles passage on them, 
so they do not brake and do not loose its shape.

Ÿ Made out in ABS in one piece, with lateral notches for facilitate 
its handle and -thanks to its materials and production methods, 
are long duration equipment.

Ÿ Line colors: yellow, white, blue, green and red. 
Ÿ Are easy to install and no need maintenance.
Ÿ High atrittion, friction, weight, humidity or rain resistance.
Ÿ Commonly are installed with epoxic mix, a glue heavy resistant 

to every physical or chemical agent giving a long durable 
product result.
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Measures are nominal
and can vary,

between +- 2%. Measure

Total 

Reflective:

Diameter: 3.97 in.

Height: 0.78 in.

optional

white, blue, yellow,

green and red.

installation procedure

NOTE: DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING TWO 
COMPONENTS EPOXIC GLUE

Color:

ABS BUTTON
Code: BT-ABS
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Installing must be done hand made with the recommended epoxic glue 

Ÿ 1- Prepare the surface. Most be clean and dry. Mark installation site in a 

triangular pitch scheme of 10 inches.

Ÿ 2- Put epoxic glue on all the button´s reverse surface (3.5 oz aprox.).

Ÿ 3- Place the button and press it (Pressing is important for a strong fixation).

Ÿ 4- Other installation way implies fixing with glue and with a bolt. In that case 

perforate floor with a 1/2" bit drill to a 3" depth. Go to step 2.

Ÿ 5- Dry time is about two hours.

TAKE SIMILAR QUANTITIES OF 

BOTH COMPONENTS

“A” + “B”.

MAKE A HOMOGENEOUS MIX.

ATTENTION:

LEFTOVERS OF EPOXIC GLUE 

MOST BE CASTAWAY,

IS FOR ONE TIME USE ONLY 
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